Philippines Facts – Fun Facts
About Philippines
Facts About Philippines That Will
Blow Your Mind
Located in Southeast Asia, the Philippines is situated in the Western Pacific and is
made up of more than 7,000 islands. The capital of Manila is known for its
waterfront promenade and Intramuros, which was a walled city during colonial
times. The current President is Rodrigo Duterte and the official languages are
English and Filipino. In this post, we are giving you a list of fun facts about
Philippines including some cool trivia about Philippines.
The official name of this country is the Republic of the Philippines and, as the
name suggests, it is a republic. The archipelago and country is located between
the Pacific Ocean and the South China Sea. Two of the country’s largest islands,
Luzon and Mindanao, comprise two-thirds of the land area. The capital of Manila
is located on Luzon where it spreads along the east shore of Manila Bay and at
the mouth of the Pasig River. If you’re wondering what is the population of the
Philippines, you should know that there’s a lot of people there – 106,890,209
people to be exact.
The archipelago known as the Philippines was named to commemorate King
Philip II of Spain. The islands stretch from the tip of Batanes to the southernmost
isle of Tawi-Tawi. You can reach the capital of Manila by plane in 90 minutes from
Hong Kong or 14 hours from Canada and the US. The following information will
enable you to become better acquainted with this fun and one-of-a-kind country.
The most beautiful place in the Philippines is El Nido.

Interesting Philippines facts #1

The Best Time to Stay Cool and Dry Is From
November through February
Philippines interesting facts and figures note that the archipelago and country are
almost 300,000 square kilometers in size. A dry and hot season runs from the
month of March to May while a damp typhoon season spans from June to October.
From November to February, the weather is normally cool and fair.
Philippines interesting facts #2

The Country Features 87 Regional Dialects
One of the facts about Philippines is that while the national language is Pilipino,
the country features at least 87 regional dialects. English, which is widely spoken
and understood, is used primarily for legal transactions and business. Hokkien,
Mandarin, and Cantonese are spoken by older people in the Filipino-Chinese
community.

Interesting Philippines facts #3

The Capital’s Former Name Was Maynilad
One of the facts about Philippines is that the capital’s former name was Maynilad,
derived from the name of the nilad plant, a flowering shrub that at one time grew
profusely along the river banks. Manila and its municipalities were integrated into
Metropolitan Manila, or the National Capital Region. The capital has been the
principal city for the Philippines for four hundred years and is the center for the
industry as well as an international port of entry.
What’s interesting about this trivia about Philippines is that Manila is one of
the most traffic congested cities in the world! No matter if you are traveling by
car or public transport- you will always need at least a few hours to drive from
one side of the city to another (even at night!).
Philippines interesting facts #4

Bamboo Grows in City Parks
Plants such as palms, acacias, and banyans dot the city landscape and bamboo
grows in many of Manila’s city parks. Domestic mammals can also be seen in the
form of water buffalo as well as dogs, horses, goats, and pigs. Manila Bay
abounds with such marine life as barracuda, snappers, tuna, mackerel, sardines,
and anchovies.
So, exploration of the capital itself can assist you in finding out a number of fun
facts about the Philippines. You can also find out about some of the preferences
and likes of the people when you visit or live in the country.
Interesting Philippines facts #5

Makati City Is the Selfie Capital of the World
For example, one research study showed that Makati City in Metro Manila was
the selfie capital of the world. Statistics revealed that 258 selfies are taken per
100,000 people, on average. The study breakdown further showed that Cebu City,
Quezon City, and Iloilo City also ranked high in this respect. In fact, Filipinos are
some of the tech-savviest people you will ever know. About everyone of any age

posts on social media.
Philippines interesting facts #6

Jollibee Is a Well-Known Filipino-Based Fast
Food Restaurant
The best known fast food chain in the Philippines is Jollibee. The restaurant
serves up such specialties as the Amazing Aloha Burger made with bacon and
pineapple toppings and tuna pie. Beginning as an ice cream parlor in 1975,
Jollibee evolved into a fast food chain selling burgers and hot dogs. A busy bee
mascot is used by the restaurant chain to represent the Filipino spirit, one that is
hardworking, positive, and “jolly.”
If you want to get snacks from all over the world directly to your home—>
click here.
Interesting Philippines facts #7

Public Transports Includes Jeepneys and
Tricycles
The modes of transportation are one of the Philippines interesting facts that you
will not find in an encyclopedia. For instance, locals get around by public
transport via Jeepney public buses. The name, which is derived from the words
“jeep” and “knee,” refers to the crowding in the vehicles. The buses were first
made from US military jeeps that were abandoned during and after the Second
World War. They have since developed into primary forms of transportation.
Colorful tricycles are also used for getting around the metro area and country.
These tricycles come in the form of a motorbike that features a sidecar to
transport passengers. Because the tricycles’ engines are not powerful, passengers
normally need to get out and walk when the tricycle has to climb a steep hill.
Philippines interesting facts #8

Karaoke Is Used to Promote Supermarket
Specials
Also, karaoke as a sing-along system was patented in 1975 by Filipino Roberto del
Rosario before being commercialized. The inventor, a Japanese musician known
as Daisuke, created karaoke in 1971. This form of entertainment is so popular in
the Philippines that it is used to promote the sale of grocery items in supermarket
locations. So, this example of Filipino culture is amongst those fun facts about the
Philippines that is unique to the country.
Interesting Philippines facts #9

Naia International Airport in Manila Features a
“No Wang Wang” Zone
To stamp out problems with cutting through heavy airport traffic, certain areas in
the Naia International Airport in Manila are known as No Wang Wang Zones. This
cultural reference and phrase is derived from the sounds that police sirens make
when they are in hot pursuit or responding to an emergency and is meant to
discourage cutting in queues.
However, some people in Manila have cut through heavy traffic by mounting
police sirens on their cars. In turn, the wang wang mentality was a catch phrase
coined by President Benigno Aquino III to eliminate abuses of power. So, the
listing of an area as No Wang Wang zone is a preventative measure meant to
ensure cooperation from airport travelers.
Philippines interesting facts #10

The Filipino Flag Shows Whether the Country Is
at Peace or War
A cool fact about the Philippines is relating to the Philippine flag meaning. The
flag in the Philippines is also unique. The banner is the only emblem in the world
that shows whether the country is at peace or war based on the way it is flown.
Let’s talk about Philippine flag meaning. The banner features a white triangle
with a sun circled by three golden stars, each of which represents three island

groupings.
These groupings include Luzon in the north, the Visayas in the center, and
Mindanao in the southern section. The major part of the flag shows a strip of red
and blue. Another cool thing to note about the Philippine flag meaning is that
when the Philippines is at war, the red strip is featured on the top. When the
country is at peace, the blue strip is featured on top.

Check out best tours in the Philippines:
Interesting Philippines facts #11

The Philippines are known for their unique
hotels
Book a unique hotel and make the most of the Philippines while you’re there.
Most unique hotels in the Philippines have amazing features. Let’s take a look at
the original ones.
Located in Puerto Princesa, Hue Hotels & Resorts have a very modern look as
well as a unique architecture. Check out the latest prices for—> Hue Hotels &
Resorts.
Located in Manila, Hotel H2O is known for its famous aquariums in the rooms.
Check out the latest prices for—> Hotel H2O.
Located in Puerto Princesa, Canvas Boutique Hotel is also quite modern, but this
one has a unique twist – the drawings found on the walls. Check out the latest
prices for—> Canvas Boutique Hotel.

Did you know any of these facts about the
Philippines? Do you know any other
Philippines interesting facts? Share your

thoughts in the comments!

